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ABSTRACT 
The Schur theorem, established in 1911, defines the global bounds for all 
eigenvalues of Hadamard products of positive semidefinite matrices. We establish 
narrower, specific bounds for each eigenvalue. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Schur [2] established the upper and lower eigenbounds (i.e., bounds for 
eigenvalues) for Hadamard products of two positive semidefinite matrices, as 
discussed by Styan in his extensive survey article [3]. Letting H = A QB 
denote the Hadamard product of A and B, both positive semidefinite of 
order n, the Schur theorem (see Theorem 3.4 in Styan [3, p. 223]) can be 
stated as 
An(A)~,(B ) <~ A, (H)  ~< A I (A)oq(B  ) ( i  = 1 . . . . .  n) ,  (1) 
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where Ai(.) denotes the ith largest eigenvalue, and oq(B) and Otn(B) denote 
the largest and smallest diagonal elements of B, respectively. 
However, the bounds defined in the Schur theorem are global bounds for 
all eigenvalues of H. In Section 2, we establish a theorem which defines the 
narrower, specific bounds for each eigenvalue in the same context. 
2. NARROWER EIGENBOUNDS 
AUGMENTED SCHUR THEOREM. Let H = A OB denote the Hadamard 
product of A and B, both positive semidefinite. Let Ai(') and ai(.) denote the 
eigenvalues and diagonal elements, both in descending order: A,(.) < ... <~ 
Zl('); an(') ~< "'" ~< al('). Then 
An(A)a i (B ) <~ Ai(H) ~< AI (A)a , (B  ) (i = 1 . . . . .  n), (2) 
where A and B are interchangeable. 
Proof. 
proof), that 
Since A is positive semidefinite, it follows (we omit the simple 
P:=A-  An(A) I  n >~L 0, 
N:=A-  AI(A) I n ~<L 0, 
(3) 
where subscript L denotes L6wner ordering. Noting that B is also positive 
semidefinite, it follows on the basis of Theorem 3.1 in Styan [3, p. 221] that 
P OB = A OB - A, ( A ) I,OB >~ L 0, 
NOB = A OB - A1 (A)  I,(S)B <~ L O. 
(4) 
Writing (4) for H = A OB, 
A, (A)D(B)  <~L H <L AI(A) D(B) ,  (5) 
where D(-) denotes the diagonal matrix formed from the argument matrix, 
with the diagonal orders retained. 
Based on the monotonicity of eigenvalues in Lancaster [1, Theorem 3.6.3, 
p. 119] or more explicitly in Wang and Chow [4, Theorem 2.5.4, p. 49], 
A, (A)A , (D(B) )  <~ A,(H) ~< A, (A)A , (D(B) ) .  (6) 
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Since Ai(D(B)) = a~(B), where Ai(.) and a~(-) are as defined earlier, we can 
rewrite (6) as 
An( A)a,( B ) <, A,(H) ~< AI( A)a,( B ). (7) 
Noting H = A GB = B @A, the proof stands with A and B interchanged. • 
From (7) follows 
A.( A)a.(  B) <~ An( A) ai( B ) <~ Ai(H) 
<~ AI( A)ai( B ) <<. AI( A)al( B), (8) 
from which is obtained the Schur theorem as stated in (1). 
COROLLARY. In the context of the augmented Schur theorem, we can 
define even narrower eigenbounds for the Hadamard product: 
L, , , (n)  _u,, (0) 
where £'i and U_i denote the maximal and minimal elements, respectively, in 
L i and U~ defined as 
L i = {A,(A) a , (B) ,An(B)a, (A)} , U~ = {AI(A)ai (B) ,AI (B)ai (A)}.  
Proof. By virtue of the interchangeability of A and B in the augmented 
Schur theorem, 
An(A) oti(B ) <<. Ai(n ) ~< Al(A)oti(B ), 
(10) 
A,(B)a i (A)  <~ A,(H) ~< Xl(B)ai(A ). 
Hence, (9) immediately follows from (10) as the common upper and lower 
bounds for Ai(H). • 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The augmented Schur theorem herein established efines narrower, 
specific bounds for each eigenvalue of Hadamard products of two positive 
semidefinite matrices, whereas the Schur theorem only defines the global 
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bounds tbr all eigenvalues in the same context. Furthermore, the Schur 
theorem immediately follows as a corollary to the augmented Schur theorem. 
h~ view of the fact that a symmetric matrix is positive definite if and only if it 
can be written as the Hadamard product of two positive definite matrices 
(Theorem 3.3 in S~an [3, p. 223]), the augmented Schur theorem may well 
be potentially usefid in statistics and elsewhere. 
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